INTRODUCTION

Fungi—The Hidden Kingdom
OBJECTIVE
•

To provide students with basic knowledge about fungi

Activity 0.1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The following text provides an introduction to the fungi. It is
written with the intention of sparking curiosity about this
fascinating biological kingdom.

GRADES

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

1. With your class, brainstorm everything you know about fungi.
2. For younger students, hand out the question sheet before you
begin the teacher read and have them follow along and
answer the questions as you read.
3. For older students, inform them that they will be given a
brainteaser quiz (that is not for evaluation) after you finish
reading the text.
4. The class can work on the questions with partners or in groups
and then go over the answers as a class. Discuss any
particularly interesting facts and encourage further
independent research.

Teacher read/comprehension

K-3 ADAPTATION
1. To introduce younger students to fungi, you can make a KWL
chart either as a class or individually. A KWL chart is divided
into three parts. The first tells what a student KNOWS (K)
about a subject before it is studied in class. The second part
tells what the student WANTS (W) to know about that subject.
The third part tells what the child LEARNED (L) after studying
that subject.
2. Share some of the fascinating fungal facts presented in the
“Fungi—The Hidden Kingdom” text with your students.

COMPREHENSION QUIZ ANSWER KEY
A.1.F; 2.T; 3.F; 4.T; 5.T; 6.F; 7.T
B. wheat
C. 1 500 000
D. tin cans
E. roots
F. all of these;
G. Irish potato famine
H. recycling
I. mowing the lawn

THE Fungus FILES

4-6 with a K-3 adaptation

MATERIALS
•
•

copies of page 11
pencils

VOCABULARY
bioremediation
chitin
fungi
habitat
hyphae
kingdom
lichens
moulds
mushrooms
mycelium
mycorrhizas
nematodes
parasitic fungi
photosynthesis
protozoan
rusts and smuts
saprophytic fungi
seed
spore
symbiotic fungi
yeasts
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Fungi—The Hidden Kingdom
Have you ever played the question game “Animal, Mineral or Vegetable”? If so, choosing a mushroom
as the answer would be sure to confuse people Most people think of mushrooms as vegetables but
this is really not true! These tricky organisms are actually fungi (fungus sing.) and are as different
from plants as plants are from animals—in fact they are actually more like us than they are like
cucumbers!

MUSHROOM, FUNGI…WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
Before we really start to talk about fungi, we should set something straight. There is far more to fungi
than just mushrooms. The word “fungi” is used to describe a classification or kingdom of organisms
(plants and animals each have their own kingdom). Members of the Kingdom Fungi are not able to
make their own food. A mushroom is only a very small part of a much bigger organism, the fungal
body or mycelium. The mushroom is the fruit of a fungus much like an apple is the fruit of an apple
tree. Fungi also love to play hide and seek and they often hide underground. This is one reason why
fungi have been called “the hidden kingdom”.
There are many type of fungi that do not produce mushrooms. Fungi also include yeasts (that make
bread light and fluffy), moulds (that we find on old bread and on fruits and vegetables), rusts and
smuts (that cause damage to agricultural crops) as well as many other forms that give us medicines or
cause us discomforts like athlete’s foot and ringworm.

DID YOU KNOW…
that for every person on earth there are approximately 2 tonnes of fungi? That means for every person
in your class there is a hippopotamus’ weight worth of fungi! Experts estimate that there may be as
many as 1.5 million species of fungi. However, only a small fraction have been described and even
fewer of these produce mushrooms. This means there are more fungi than most other types of
organism -- and fungi aren’t spring chickens either! The oldest fossil fungus found dates back 545
million years old, which is a long time before flowering plants appeared on the earth.

FOLKLORE FANCY
Fungi have also been a source of mystery and folklore for thousands of years. Many ancient people
believed that mushrooms were formed when bolts of lightning hit the ground. Other people thought
they were created by witches or evil spirits and you could catch a disease just by touching them!
Others believed that “fairy rings”, which are the places where mushrooms grow in circles, were
dangerous places where elves danced, toads met, or the devil set his churn at night. These ideas all
seemed to come from the ability of mushrooms to “appear out of nowhere”, usually after a rainstorm.
We now understand that the fungus was there all along and the moisture of rain encouraged the
mycelium to produce its fruit.
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SURPRISE! MUSHROOMS ARE NOT PLANTS!
Until fairly recently scientists considered fungi to be a type of non-flowering plant, but there are three
main differences between plants and fungi. First, plants are able to make their own food using
sunlight through a process called photosynthesis whereas fungi need to get their food from another
source. There are three main ways that they can do this: they can get their nutrition by breaking down
dead material like leaves and wood; these fungi are called saprobic fungi. They can also get their
energy from another living thing like an insect, plant or animal. This type of fungus is what causes
diseases such as athlete’s foot and they are called parasitic fungi. Finally, fungi can get their food by
cooperating with other species such as trees or algae. These are called symbiotic fungi and are very
common. You might recognize lichens as one type of symbiotic fungi; you can find lichens growing
on bark, and very extreme places such as in the Arctic or even on rocks.
There is another big difference between plants and fungi. Plants reproduce using seeds. Seeds contain
many cells which make up an embryonic plant plus a food supply. This means that when a seed lands
in a good habitat, it can use its own “packed lunch” as energy to begin to grow. Fungi reproduce
using spores. Spores are different from seeds because they are often only a single cell and do not
contain much stored energy. This means they need to land on a good food source (like that fruit that
has been on the counter too long) before it can start to grow. Once the spore sprouts or germinates,
it grows into tiny threads called hyphae. Once these threads get numerous enough, they will
collectively be called the mycelium. A mushroom is actually made up of a whole bunch of tightly
packed hyphae.
Finally, plants have cell walls made of cellulose whereas fungi have cells walls made of chitin. Chitin is
the hardest biologically made substance on Earth. Chitin also forms the hard shells of many insects. It
also protects spores from harm before it is time for them to start to grow. Some scientists suspect that
mushroom spores are capable of space travel; a few even believe that some fungi found on Earth
originally came from outer space! What do you think about this idea?

MORE THAN JUST A MUSHROOM?
As you might have already guessed, there is a much bigger variety of mushrooms out there than the
little umbrella-shaped ones you see at the grocery store. Mushrooms can look like a mini bird’s nest,
coral from the ocean floor, an octopus, balls of lace, little brown brains, orange peels, shelves on a
tree trunk, or even like big white soccer balls. They come in virtually every colour of the rainbow too.
Some fungi even have the ability to glow-in-the dark! Imagine that!
I bet you are surprised to learn that there also predatory fungi that trap small worms called
nematodes. The fungi will set a variety of booby-traps or snares and then at the right moment, SNAP
the worm is trapped and the fungus begins to digest the worm from the inside until all that remains is
the skin.

FUNGUS HUMONGOUS
Would you believe that some mushrooms called Giant Puffballs have been known to grow so big as to
be mistaken for sheep? In Michigan, USA, another type of fungus mycelium was found to cover an
area equal to 212 football fields and weigh as much as a blue whale. Not only is this fungus thought
to be among the largest living organisms on earth, but it is also believed to be 1500 years old!

THE Fungus FILES
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FUNGI AROUND THE WORLD AND ACROSS TIME
Fungi are found all over the world in fields and forests, hot deserts and dry Arctic lands—they have
even been found on Antarctica. In many countries, mushroom hunting is a national pastime and wild
mushrooms are considered a delicacy or excellent source of natural medicine. The prehistoric Iceman
“Ötzi”, who is thought to have lived 5000-5500 years ago, had two different types of fungi with him;
one was a type of fungus used to help get a fire started, and the other was threaded onto a leather
thong and is believed to have been used medicinally as an antiseptic.

FUNGI AS FRIEND AND FOE
Over time fungi have developed a bad reputation as being the cause of much death and destruction.
One example of a tragedy caused by fungi is the Irish Potato Famine. In the 1840s, a fungal parasite
destroyed the potato crops causing 1 million deaths and a mass emigration to North America.
Nowadays, fungi are responsible for the failure of 1/8 of the world’s crops. In our homes fungi can
spoil fruit, bread and other food; destroy clothing and books; cause allergic reactions; or make us or
our pets very sick.
So now that we have seen the dark side of this kingdom, let’s look at the ways in which fungi are our
friends. The most important role fungi play in the environment is that they are the Masters of
Recycling. Fungi, along with bacteria and protozoans (another kingdom), compost plants after they
die and transform them into rich soil. If not for fungi, the Earth would soon be buried in metres of
debris and life on the planet would soon disappear.
Another important job fungi have is as mycorrhizas. Mycorrhizas literally means “fungal roots”. Fungi
wrap themselves around the roots of a plant and, like a long drinking straw, suck nutrients from the
soil to give to the plant; in exchange, the plant gives the fungi sugar. Up to 95% of land plants rely on
mycorrhizas for healthy growth, so it is a very popular arrangement in nature. Scientists are now using
mycorrhizas to help with the health of the baby trees planted in reforestation.

NOW ON TO SOMETHING APPETIZING…
If you don’t like to eat mushrooms, you might think it wouldn’t be a big deal if we lived in a world
without fungi. However, as we said earlier, fungi are far more than just the mushrooms on your plate.
Fungi also are essential in making breads; certain types of cheese; wine, beer and other alcoholic
beverages; soy sauce; and even adding flavour to your favourite soda pop. Mushrooms themselves
also contain essential minerals and vitamins. As well, some fungi are also used to make antibiotics
such as penicillin that have saved many lives.
We’ve already talked about how mushrooms are useful as food and medicine but now research is
being done using fungi in something called bioremediation. What this means is that fungi are being
used to absorb and digest dangerous substances like oil, pesticides and industrial waste in places
where they threaten the environment. Other research is being done to see how fungi can help control
insects that destroy food crops.
Fungi are so much more than just mushrooms. They are a fascinating and charismatic kingdom that is
woven into every part of our environment. As humans, we depend on them day in and day out for
our very existence. So let’s all take a closer look and begin to discover the fungus among us!
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How Mouldy is Your Memory?
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0.1

TRUE OR FALSE?

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

1. Mushrooms are a type of vegetable.
2. The scientific word for the fungal body is “mycelium”.
3. Fungi use photosynthesis to make their own food.
4. Some fungi are able to glow-in-the dark.
5. Some fungi trap worms for their food.
6. 5% of plants rely on“fungal roots” to help them grow.
7. Prehistoric humans may have used fungi to help start fires.

WHICH OF THESE IS NOT A TYPE OF FUNGUS?

❍ wheat

❍ yeasts

❍ moulds

❍ rusts & smuts

HOW MANY SPECIES OF FUNGI ARE THERE IN THE WORLD?

❍ 150

❍ 1500

❍ 15 000

❍ 1 500 000

❍ our feet

❍ trees

WHICH OF THESE IS NOT FOOD FOR FUNGI?

❍ dead leaves

❍ tin cans

WHICH IS OF THESE IS NOT PART OF A FUNGUS?

❍ mycelium

❍ hyphae

❍ roots

❍ spores

❍ a bird’s nest

❍ all of these

WHAT CAN MUSHROOMS LOOK LIKE?

❍ orange peels

❍ ocean coral

WHAT MAJOR TRAGEDY WAS CAUSED BY A FUNGUS?

❍ sinking

Titanic

❍ sinking Atlantis

❍ Irish potato famine ❍

World War II

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT JOB OF THE FUNGI IN THE ENVIRONMENT?

❍ being food

❍ looking pretty

❍ killing crop pests ❍ recycling

WHICH OF THESE IS NOT A USE FOR FUNGI?

❍ medicine

		
			

the
❍ cleaning
environment

helping plants
❍ grow

the
❍ mowing
lawn

